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A B S T R A C T   

The main objective of this research work is to develop a low-cost sensor to detect L-tryptophan (L- 
tryp) in real sample medium based on a modified glassy carbon electrode. For this, copper oxide 
nanoflowers (CuONFs) and poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA) were used to modify GCE. The prepared 
NFs and PGA coated electrode was characterized using field emission scanning electron micro-
scope (FE-SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) and attenuated total reflectance Fourier 
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy. Furthermore, the electrochemical activity was 
performed by cyclic voltammetry (CV), differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The modified electrode showed excellent electro-catalytic activity 
towards L-tryp detection in PBS solution at neutral pH 7.0. Based on the physiological pH con-
dition, the proposed electrochemical sensor can detect L-tryp concentration with a linear range of 
1.0 × 10− 4-8.0 × 10− 8 molL− 1 with having a detection limit of 5.0 × 10− 8 molL− 1 and sensitivity 
of 0.6μA/μMcm2. The selectivity of L-tryp was tested with a mixture of salt and uric acid solution 
at the above conditions. Finally, this strategy demonstrated excellent recovery value in real 
sample analysis like milk and urine.   

1. Introduction 

L-tryptophan (L-tryp) is an alanine derivative substance that contains, α-amino, and α-carboxylic acid functional group and side 
chain indole ring on β carbon which is essential for the synthesis of hormones, serotonin, melatonin, niacin, auxin and vitamin B3 for 
human beings [1]. In addition, L-tryp has a group of functions to retain optimum human body conditions as like for mood 
enhancement, antidepressant, and nutraceutical behaviors [2]. Generally, it is used to treat sleep problems (insomnia), anxiety, 
depression, premenstrual tension, and attention deficit disorder by whom cannot produce it by metabolic pathway [3]. Based on the 
literature, relatively higher L-tryp (19 mg/kg/day) is needed for fast growing infant whereas children aged (10–12 years) and adults 
require at least 4 mg/kg/day and 3 mg/kg/day respectively [4]. The higher consumption of L-tryp causes hyperthyroidism while lower 
leads to various diseases such as hypochondria, confusion, dementia, hyperthyroidism, parkinson’s and albinism [3,5]. In this regard, 
L-tryp is often added as a fortifier to diet, food and pharmaceutical preparations. However, the detection of L-tryp in blood fluid is a 
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robust and reliable method and has received potential interest from researchers in last few decades. 
Various analytical methods like spectrophometry [6,7], high performance liquid chromatography [8,9], fluorescence [10], 

chemiluminescence [11], and capillary electrophoresis [12], have been employed for the detection of L-tryp in food, plasma, urine, 
and other biological media. Some drawbacks have been formulated in mentioned methods such as time-consuming, instrument 
handling, and high cost of reagents. To address these difficulties, electrochemical analytical tools have received much more acceptance 
to their greater simplicity, selectivity in design and fabrication, quick response, availability and cheapness for the detection of L-tryp 
[13]. Hence, we have reported the electrochemical method for the detection of L-tryp with a simple electrode modification process 
comparing with other research methods. Though L-tryp exhibited a slow electrochemical response over higher oxidation potential, a 
considerable number of studies have been done for enhancing the detection of L-tryp followed by chemically modified electrode [14]. 
For instance, He et al. (2019), reported on a modification of GCE with cuprous oxide and electrochemically reduced graphene oxide 
composite for L-tryp detection by a square-wave voltammetry (SWV) method [15]. The modified electrode, exhibited the oxidation 
voltagram of 10 μM L-tryp in 0.05 M H2SO4 and the peak in the mixture of 1.0 mM AA, 10 μM dopamine, and 10 μM uric acid 
respectively. Zhu et al. (2014), demonstrated an electrochemical sensor of GCE modified with single-walled carbon nano horns 
(SWCNHs) for direct and quantitative L-tryp detection in spiked serum samples [16]. Another researchers, Khoshnevisan et al. (2020), 
fabricated GCE by using reduced graphene oxide (rGO) layered by 18-crown-6 with gold nanoparticles for L-tryp detection in the 
diabetic patient and normal human serum [17]. The SWV method was utilized in the presence of interfering glucose, dopamine, 
ascorbic acid, and urea. Porifreva et al. (2018), reported the utilization of silver nanoparticles in polyactide-thiacalix [4] arene 
copolymer on GCE for electrochemically (0.1–100 μM) L-tryp detection [18]. Furthermore, Boonchiangma et al. (2014), were pro-
posed a screen printed electrode which was fabricated by electropolymerization of p-phenylene-diamine and thereafter covalently 
bonded with cysteamine capped cadmium sulfide quantum dots by using glutaraldehyde cross-linker [19]. The forming 
organic-inorganic hybrid composite film has an electrochemical response to detecting L-tryp over other amino acids. However, most of 
the L-tryp detection studies were reported complex fabrication procedures that indicates time consuming and costly. 

Recently, metal oxide nanoparticles have received considerable attention to prepare chemically modified electrodes due to their 
high catalytic activity, high conductivity, better stability and cheap cost. In particular, most researchers have focused on copper oxide 
nanoparticles (CuONPs) because its higher conductivity, bioavailability, Universalizability, etc. [20,21]. Different sizes and shapes of 
CuONFs (nanoballs, nanoparticles, nanospheres, nanosheets, nanotubes, nanorods etc.) have been synthesized to obtain a wide range 
of electro-catalytic performance [22–25]. At this point, cyclic voltammetry is the most popular and common electrochemical method 
for a stable structure and dimension on a support [26–32]by applying suitable current. The active surface area was increased with the 
deposition of nanoparticles, and consequently enhanced the electrocatalytic activity [31]. 

The use of non-essential amino acid polymer in the electrochemical system has received greater potential in the last few decades 
due to excellent characteristics including excellent perm-selectivity, more active sites, strong adherence to the electrode surface, and 
good stability [33,34]. The biosynthesized polymer was much more trendy for sensor fabrication to detect biomolecules compared to 
the artificial polymer as they are bio-compatible as well as bio-degradable properties [35–37]. The poly-glutamic acid (PGA) is such 
type of biopolymer which have versatile applications [38–43]. Besides, poly-glutamic acid monosodium (PGA) behave as a conducting 
bridge by rapid electron transformation [44–46]. In the polymer chain, γ-peptide bonds were formed between the α-amino and 
α-carboxylic acid functional groups where monosodium-carboxyl groups remain unchanged [46–48]. Therefore, the PGA shows su-
perior conductivity in the field of electrochemical modification [46,49]. 

In this research work, CuONFs and PGA modified electrochemical glassy carbon electrode (GCE) sensor were proposed for sensitive 
and selective detection of L-tryp. Similarly, the designed sensor was used to detect a different concentration of L-tryp in an experi-
mental condition because of negatively charged PGA surface and positively charged L-tryp in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.0). This research group 
was trying to find out low cost and very easy modifications for the detection of vital amino acids (L-tryp). Many articles were studied to 
perform this types of less complex work specially focusing on to find out an easy process. Finally, the selectivity performance was 
analyzed in a mixture of salt and uric acid solution. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Chemicals and materials 

The maximum integrity chemicals were purchased for this research purpose. L-tryp (purity 99.5%) was purchased from Sigma- 
Aldrich (China), L-glutamic acid (monosodium salt) (purity 99%) from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd (India), Copric sulfate 
pent hydrate (purity 99%) and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) from Loba Chemie Pvt Ltd (india), Hydrogen peroxide from Pt. Smart Lab 
(Indonesia). Type I with resistivity <18 MΩ double distilled ultrapure water was made from Evoqua (Germany) and was used during 
total experiments. A supporting electrolyte of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (China). Moreover, 
analytical grade reagents and chemicals were used in this experiment with high purity. Each electrolyte solution was deoxygenated for 
5 min before voltammetry measurement. 

2.2. Synthesis of CuONFs 

An effective hydrothermal method was followed to synthesize CuONFs and a process was proposed according to the previous report 
with some modifications. At first, copper sulfate pent hydrate (1 g) was dispersed into 200 mL of doubled distilled and ultrapure water 
in a beaker. Afterward, 500 mg of PVP was added slowly into the solution with vigorous stirring control temperature. In the following 
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step, 40 mL of 0.2 M NaOH was added dropwise, and a blue suspension was formed. At last, 150 μL hydrazine hydrate solution (80 wt 
%) was added to the mixture and stirred for 20 min at room temperature (25 ◦C) until to obtain brick red mixture. The obtained 
suspended solution was centrifuged several times and washed with ultrapure water and absolute ethanol to improve the phase sep-
aration. Finally, the resulting sample was dried overnight at 60 ◦C to remove moisture and other organic materials. The obtaining 
sample was marked as pure CuONFs after grinding and ready to use for analytical purposes. 

2.3. Fabrication of GCE/CuONFs/PGA 

To clean the GCE surface, 0.1, 0.3 and, 0.05 μm of Al2O3 powder was used on the polishing pad and the polishing time was at least 1 
min. After that, the electrodes surface were rinsed ultrasonically individually for 3 min in DI water and ethanol to remove adhering 
pollutants, and alumina particles. The acid treatment of GCE was performed in 0.8 M sulfuric acid at (− 1 to 1) V with a scan rate of 
100mVs-1 for 23 cycles by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and dried in the open air. Then, the electrode was dipped in 0.01 M of PBS (pH 7.0), 
containing 0.15 mgmL-1 of CuONFs solution for electrodeposition. To prepare the GCE/CuONFs electrode a potential range from − 1.4 
to 0.7 (at 100 mVs− 1 for 15 cycles) was applied by CV. After electrodeposition, the modified electrode was rinsed with ultrapure water 
and quickly used for further modification. In this case, a 50 mM of Glutamic acid in PBS (pH 7.0) solution was electro polymerized on 
the electrode surface between − 1.4 and 2.0 V at the 100 mVs-1 for 15 cycles through cycling voltammetry. All the working procedure is 
represented in Scheme 1. Finally, the modified electrode was rinsed with ultrapure water and carefully stored and called the GCE/ 
CuONFs/PGA electrode. 

2.4. L-tryptophan (L-tryp) measurement procedure 

All electrochemical measurement of L-tryp was performed using electrochemical workstation (Corr Test CS300, China) by dif-
ferential pulse voltammetry (DPV) technique. For this measurement, 10 mL of different concentration of L-tryp in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.0) 
was prepared and measured as prepared GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode. The L-tryp in real samples DPV response also measured to dilute 
the real samples into ten times in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.0). The total working procedure is represented in Scheme 1. 

2.5. Apparatus and instruments 

All glassware in this experiment was treated with 10% nitric acid for 24 h and dried at 60 ◦C. The voltammetry procedure was done 
by an electrochemical workstation (Corr Test CS300, China). The surface morphology with individual elemental composition and 
functional groups were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (ZEISS Gemini SEM 500 (UK)) and attenuated total reflectance 
flourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) (NICOLET iS20, USA) spectroscopy analyses respectively. Electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) was measured by Metrohm DropSens (μStat-I 400 s S/N: IS4091044A, Switzerland). The N2 atmosphere was maintained 
to conduct all types of voltammetry procedures. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Surface morphology and functional group study of CuONFs 

The surface morphology with elemental composition and functional groups of the prepared electrode surface is shown in Fig. 1. As 
shown in Fig. 1A, a flower-like surface morphology was demonstrated. A large view of CuONFs is shown in Fig. 1B and the average 
particle size was measured and found to be 2–8 μm. A relatively rough surface and irregular shape with uniform distribution were 
exhibited the addition of PGA into CuONFs solution (Fig. 1C). 

As shown in Fig. 1E, the peak observed at 511.37, 630.13 cm− 1 were denotes as stretching vibrations of Cu–O band which 
confirmed the formation of CuONFs [50]. The peak at 870.75 cm− 1 was assigned to the stretching vibrations of C–H bond [50] and 

Scheme 1. Systematic representation of electrode modification for L-tryptophan detection.  
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Fig. 1. SEM images of (A) bare GCE/CuONFs; (B) bare GCE/CuONFs/PGA. (C) ATR-FTIR spectrum of L-glutamic acid, CuONFs, and CuONFs + PGA. 
(D) EDX figure of CuONFs where the bright spot show the distribution of Cu and O elements on the electrode. 
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1121.49 cm− 1 vibration was formed due to the due to degenerative mode of SO42− ions [51]. Another peak at 1462.85, 1651.07 cm− 1 

was attributed to the bending vibration of O–H band of CuONFs which was adsorbed by water molecules [51]. In addition, L-glutamic 
acid (monosodium) has shown multiple vibrations with a broad spectrum from 438.66 to 3109.22 cm− 1. In the study of CuONFs and 
L-glutamic acid nanocomposite, CuONFs made a complex with PGA these are proved by 436.34, 418.87 and 401.26 cm− 1. The rest of 
the 1085.09, 1346.48, and 1396.17 cm− 1 peaks were assigned as the vibration of C–N, C–H, and C–O bonds respectively. Another, 
stretching vibration of N–H was founded at 1552.40 cm− 1 wave number [52]. Based on EDX analysis, the CuONFs proved that the 
electrode surface was decorated with flowers. The EDX surface distributions confirmed the presence of Cu and O as shown in Figure (1 
D). 

3.2. Electrodepolymerization of CuONFs-PGA 

The synthesized CuONFs was electrodeposited on the bare GCE at a potential range (− 1.4 to 0.7) V with a scan rate of 100 mVs− 1 

for 15 cycles by using CV technique [53]. The CuONFs deposition on GCE is shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2A, the oxidation of 
CuONFs can be notified from the cycling voltamogram with a large anodic peak current near zero volts. Additionally, the electrode 
position of PGA was conducted by a CV with a voltage ranging from − 1.4 to 2.0 V (at 100 mVs− 1 for 15 cycles) at 0.01 M of PBS (pH 
7.0) solution [45,54,55]. Fig. 2B shows the deposition cycle of the L-glutamic acid monosodium on GCE/CuONFs electrode. The 
polymerization of L-glutamic acid the on GCE surface occurred at about +1.75 V with a high peak which was demonstrated by 
researcher [55]. The L-glutamic acid monomer was spontaneously polymerize on the surface of the deposited CuONFs electrode 
through a covalent linkage [56]. The successive increase of oxidation peak height was evident that the deposition of PGA in favor of 
increase electrode conductivity. For the optimization of effective electrodeposition of L-glutamic acid was studied at the scan rate of 
100 mVs− 1 for 15 cycles by CV technique with preparing different concentrations. 

3.3. Effect of L-glutamic acid concentration and pH 

From Fig. 2 CuONFs and PGA were electrodeposited on acid activated GCE. In which PGA electro-polymerization is optimized using 
different concentration of L-glutamic acid with a potential range (− 1.4 to 0.7) V with a scan rate of 100 mVs− 1 for 15 cycles. In Fig. 3 it 
is found that 50 mM L-glutamic acid exhibited maximum oxidation compared with 30, 40, 60, 70, and 80 mM concentrations. This 
result ascribed the thicker layer of PGA is suitable for oxidation L-tryp than the excess and lower ones. Similarly, in the study of pH 
effect in PBS medium we exhibited at acidic and basic conditions the oxidation of L-tryp is lower but at neutral pH 7.0 it is highest. 
Hence, physiological pH 7.0 is chosen for the detection of L-tryp in real samples medium. 

3.4. Electrochemical behavior of GCE/CuONFs/PGA in Fe(CN)6
3− /4- 

As shown in Fig. 4 (A-C), the electrochemical characterization of bare GCE, GCE/CuONFs, and GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode fol-
lowed by CV in 0.1molL-1 of KCl and 0.005 molL-1 of Fe(CN)6

3− /4-. By casting an eye on Fig. 4A, the lowest peak current with a well- 
defined redox peak was obtained for bare GCE with having peak to peak potential separation value (ΔEp) of 137 mV. At a time, it was 
104 mV for GCE/CuONPs electrode, and 79.6 mV for CuONFs/PGA modified GCE/CuONFS/PGA increase diffusion redox rate of Fe 
(CN)6

3− /4-. Additionally, another researcher reported the homogeneous film of CuONFs that have the property to increase the electron 
mobility [57] comparing with the bare GCE using the Nyquist plot (Fig. 4B). In this work, the modified GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode 
exhibited the lowest impedance (15 Ω− 1) in 0.1molL-1 of KCl including 0.005 molL-1 of Fe(CN)6

3− /4- compared with GCE/CuONFs (630 
Ω− 1) and bare GCE (700 Ω− 1) due to an increase of active surface area and conductivity of the modified electrode. As a reason, the 
GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode maintained the lowest electron transfer resistance (Rct), electrolyte resistance (Rs), and capacitance of 
double layer (Cdl) [58–60]. From Fig. 4B the semicircle exhibited the highest resistivity in contrast, the linear line without semicircle 
shoed the lowest resistivity. Moreover, the electro polymerized film of L-glutamic acid on CuONFs maintains a synergetic effect that 
renders the electron transfer kinetics [61]. 

Additionally, the cyclic voltammetry from 0.2 to 0.6 V with decreasing scan rate from outer to inner (200, 150, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate of 100 mVs− 1 for 15 cycles in PBS pH 7.0 for the (A) electrochemical deposition/reduction of CuONFs 
on bare electrode; (B) electrochemical polymerization of 50 mM L-glutamic acid on the GCE/CuONFs electrode. 
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50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 mVs− 1) was also represented in Fig. 4C. It was noticeable that the peak current gradually decreases with 
minimizing the scan rate. It confirmed the ion transfer phenomenon which was controlled by absorption. According to the literature, 
polymer coated metal particles, enhanced the sensitivity, and stability of the sensor [62]. The corresponding calibration line of 4. C is 
shown in Fig. 4D which maintained the rising oxidation increasing and gradual decreasing of reduction current value. These two lines 
maintained the satisfactory R2 value. Moreover, Randles sevcik equation was used to calculate the active surface area (A) of different 
electrodes. The calculated A value for the bare GCE, GCE/CuONFs, and GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrodes were 0.112 cm2, 0.154 cm2 and 
0.452 cm2 respectively. 

3.5. Electrochemical detection of L-tryp 

As shown in Fig. 5A, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) analysis of 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 of L-tryp was investigated in 0.01 M PBS 
(pH 7.0) for bare GCE, GCE/PGA, and GCE/CuONFs/PGA. It can be seen that the successive peak height was gradually increased with 
the modification of PGA and CuONFs in GCE. In this study, the modified GCE/CuONFs/PGA behaved as a negatively charged surface 
and L-tryp as positive surface which is the main detection mechanism of L-tryp. The electrochemical reaction of L-tryp oxidation is 
shown in Scheme 2. 

Additionally, successful responses were monitored in the case of a different range of analytic concentration. It was observed that the 
oxidation current increases proportionally with increasing concentration of L-tryp a range of 8.0 × 10− 8 - 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 by 
plotting the anodic peak in Fig. 5B. Therefore, an excellent correlation was maintained between L-tryp concentrations and oxidation 
current. Furthermore, the linear concentration versus obtained data using regression equation y = 0.0417x+0.2588 (R2 = 0.9929) 
with a detection limit of 5.0 × 10− 8 molL− 1 was observed. This lower concentration reported that the GCE/CuNPs/PGA electro-
chemical sensor denoted linearity and comparatively the lowest detection limit. 

We compared our research outcome to other published modified electrodes for further studies are summarized in Table 1. The 
modified GCE/CuONFs/PGA sensor was shown notable benefits including acceptable linear range, low detection limit, and high 

Fig. 3. Effect on the oxidation of 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 L-tryp A) concentration of L-glutamic acid; B) different pH values.  

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltamograms of different electrodes measured in 0.1 molL-1 of KCl including 0.005 molL-1 of Fe(CN)6
3− /4- (A): bare GCE, GCE/ 

CuONFs, and GCE/CuONFs/PGA; (B): EIS images of (i) bare GCE, (ii) bare GCE/CuONFs, and (iii) GCE/CuONFs/PGA; (C): CV at different scan rates 
(from outer to inner): 200, 150, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 mVs− 1 and (D) the corresponding calibration plots between different scan 
rates versus anodic (Ipa) and cathodic peak current (Ipc). 
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sensitivity. 

3.6. Selectivity, reproducibility, and stability study 

To evaluate the practical application, selectivity, stability, and reproducibility are the most crucial matter. Fig. 6 represent the 
experiment output of the following analysis. The selectivity of PGA/CuONFs/GCE sensor was investigated using an interfering salt 
solution (cation and anion) in 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 of L-tryp followed by DPV method. The results did not find any interference effect for 
the detection L-tryp by using Mg2+, K+, Ca2+, Cl− , SO42− , NO3

− and uric acid medium more than 200 fold (Fig. 6A). A negligible effect 
(less than 3%) was observed using the developed sensor for the detection of L-tryp in presence of interfering salt solution. In the 

Fig. 5. DPV response by using the GCE/CuONFs/PGA in PBS solution (pH 7.0) for (A) 100 μM of L-tryp (i) bare GCE; (ii) GCE/CuONFs; and (iii) 
bare GCE/CuONFs/PGA (B) L-tryp concentration range from 1.0 × 10− 4 -8.0 × 10− 8 molL− 1 with inset the calibration curve; (C) the corresponding 
calibration curve of Fig. 5(B). 

Scheme 2. Electrochemical oxidation of L-tryp at GCE/CuONFs/PGA modified electrode.  

Table 1 
Comparison of GCE/CuONFs/PGA sensor for L-tryptophan detection with other published modified electrodes.  

Methods Linear range (μM) Detection limit (μM) References 

Butyrylcholine/GCE 2–60 0.6 [63] 
Hemin/GCE 0.1–100 0.025 [64] 
CNF/CPE 0.1–118.5 0.1 [65] 
PG/CNTPE 0.05–100 0.1 [66] 
NiO/CNT/PEDOT/GCE 1–41 0.210 [67] 
NiCo2O4/Nano-ZSM-5 0.9–1000 0.7 [68] 
PTh/GCE 6–180 0.6 [69] 
TiO2-GR/4-ABSA/GCE 1–30 0.3 [70] 
MWCNT-CPE/GCE 0.6–9.0; 10-100 0.03 [71] 
ERGO/GCE 0.2–40 0.1 [72] 
SWCNH/GCE 0.5–50 0.05 [16] 
NOMAC/Nafion/GCE 0.5–70; 70-200 0.035 [73] 
NPC/GCE 1–103 0.03 [74] 
AgNPs/P(L-Arg)-GO/GCE 1–150 0.407 [75] 
MB/Ag–ZnO/GR/GCE 2–140 1.0 [76] 
PGA/CuONFs/GCE 0.08–100 0.05 This work  
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following step, a series of DPV measurements were evaluated with the concentration of 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 to determine the repro-
ducibility and the calculated standard deviation at n = 3 were 0.3 and 0.2%, respectively (Fig. 6B). That means the reproducibility of 
the sensor was excellent. To evaluate the stability of the proposed sensor, the sensor was tested by storing at 4 ◦C for two weeks and 
then tested 1.0 × 10− 4 molL− 1 of L-tryp solution. It can be seen that no significant change (less than 1.4%) was observed after two 
weeks which indicates the excellent stability of the proposed sensor (Fig. 6C). 

3.7. Detection of L-tryp in milk and urine sample 

Real sample detection is the most acceptable parameter to evaluate the performance of electrochemical sensor. In biological media 
the co-existing molecule can influence for the detection of target molecules. Hence, we have utilized our GCE/CuONFs/PGA modified 
electrode for the detection of L-tryp in real samples such as milk, and urine. To prepare the real sample, initially 1 mL of centrifuged 
milk sample was dispersed in 0.01 M PBS solution (pH 7.0) and thereafter 1.0 × 10− 4 mol L− 1 and 5.0 × 10− 5 mol L− 1 of L-tryp spiked 
in it and then applied for electrochemical sensing [77–79]. Similarly, a urine sample was also used as a real medium for the detection of 
1.0 × 10− 4 mol L− 1 and 5.0 × 10− 5 mol L− 1 of L-tryp at the above condition. The obtained data are represented in the following 
Table 2. Based on data analysis, the recovery (%) and relative standard deviation were satisfactory for the real sample medium which 
was main aspect of this research study. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we have successfully developed a simple GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrochemical sensor to overcome the lack of sensi-
tivity, selectivity, and time consuming analytical procedure. In this study, we developed a new route to synthesize CuONFs on the 
surface of GCE. The modified GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode was applied to detect the L-tryp by using the differential pulse voltam-
metric technique to obtain individual peak responses. During detection, we are able to detect the lowest limit of 5.0 × 10− 8 molL− 1 of 
L-tryp. Furthermore, the modified GCE/CuONFs/PGA electrode exhibited higher electrocatalytic activity, good efficiency, better 
stability, and reproducibility towards L-tryp detection. Therefore, this study suggests that the developed sensor has a potential plat-
form for the diagnosis of biological samples. The sample may be practiced for L-tryp analysis in clinical diagnosis even though having 
some limitations. Thus further extensive studies will be required for point-of-care applications with proper instrumentation of efficient 
electrochemical devices. 
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